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WHEREAS: Multicultural Programming has been working to finish the semester by putting together events to end the year on an active note, and;

WHEREAS: Last year’s Campus Budget Committee placed budget riders on Multicultural Programming to ensure that a certain amount of funding was allocated for specific cultural groups, such as Hispanic/Latin, Jewish, African American, Native American and Women, and;

WHEREAS: Each budget rider set aside $14,000 for each cultural group, and;

WHEREAS: Events were programmed by MP or sponsored by MP related to the cultural groups and annual Heritage Months throughout the year, however the full $14,000 for each cultural group was not spent, and;

WHEREAS: Removing the budget riders will allow for MP to fully pay for events this month without having to ask for any extra funding from the House or from the Governor, and;

WHEREAS: MP made the recommendation that these riders for next year’s budget should not be so heavily funded, and should instead be capped at $5,000, something that the CBC agreed upon in their approved allocations and passed by the Boca Raton House, and;

WHEREAS: Removing the riders currently in place would be in the same spirit as the lowering the budget riders for next year’s budget, NOW;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Boca Raton House of Representatives remove the cultural group budget riders for the 2010-2011 budget for Multicultural Programming (S00308).
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